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1. The FPS Cruise Compiler loads every tree from Plots for individual tracking in yield outputs.  
This provides the opportunity to write out plot lists where every tree displays Dbh and Height 
whether these parameters were measured or estimated within the Compiler.  These additional 
functions help to verify that every input record is being evaluated and is contributing to the 
resulting stand statistics.  Even species with no heights measured on the plots have estimated 
heights based on height / dbh measurements on other species on each stand. 
 
2. The FPS Growth Model use of Admin.Origin silviculture in combination with Silvics.Regim 
silviculture has been refined to apply the most robust silviculture from the current year 
forward.  Version 7.57 only followed the Admin.Origin Silviculture, even if the Silvics.Regim 
option provided more robust growth response. 
 
3. A standardized aggregation of tree lists in each stand is performed prior to volume 
computations in all FPS 7.58 routines including the Growth Model, Re_Merchandizer, Cruise 
Expansion, and Year-end Lump/Split functions.  This Aggregation Subroutine groups trees by 
Species, Sub-Group, one-inch Dbh class and 17 Taper/Height classes.  This provides a very 
robust description of stand structure for each stand at any point in time.  It also provides faster 
execution times for all computer processing steps. 
 
4. The FPS user should be aware that every cruise compiler and/or growth model utility offered 
in the public domain simply provides a view of each stand, usually on a per acre basis for 
reporting efficiency.  Using FPS 7.58 the Cruise Compiler provides very detailed statistics about 
the sample taken in each stand.  However, once through the compiler, FPS switches to the 
standardized aggregation approach in the previous paragraph for all other utilities and 
reporting.  While almost no forest inventory protocol uses a full one-acre plot sample, all FPS 
users prefer to see stand statistics reported on a standard one-acre basis.  Understanding the 
importance of this architecture for reporting stand parameters and growth is elusive for most 
foresters.  The key for understanding this is that the tree list observed in a traditional cruise is 
not used (should not be used) as the full tree list for growth modeling.  A tree observed on a 
prism-sample plot may be applied in a growth model as any number of individual records.  Each 
record may represent a different density condition resulting in outputs with an array of tree 
dimensions.  The aggregation architecture in paragraph three allows FPS to efficiently handle all 
stand structure configurations. 
 
5. Since FPS 7.57 did not apply the full functionally for missing sample tree heights on sample 
plots or the full functionality of Admin.Origin versus Silvics.Regim in growing stands forward,  
the improvements in FPS 7.58 should be quite welcome. 
 


